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Book Descriptions:

Digitech Vocalist Workstation Ex Harmony Processor
Manual

View and Download DIGITECH STUDIOVOCALISTEX manual online. Processor DIGITECH
VOCALIST LIVE 4 Owners Manual. 38 pages. Processor 19 Feb 1997 Connect the effects send of
your mixer to the Line input of the Vocalist Workstation EX. Connect audio outputs Left and Right to
either the effects returns or the inputs of your mixer. Pull the Lead level fader on the Vocalist
Workstation EX down to zero. Note that this also removes any Lead voice from the reverb. The
Owners Manual is provided by This page contains information about manuals from DigiTech. View
and Download DIGITECH VOCALIST LIVE PRO manual online. VOCALIST LIVE PRO pdf manual
download. There is one manual for DigiTech Vocalist Workstation EX.Vb user form, Get a guide,
2005 gmc sierra service bulletin, Earl king all music guide, 2007 alternative clinic guide mayo
medicine. Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Create one here. Creators
are allowed to post content they produce to the platform, so long as they comply with our policies.
United Kingdom. Company number 10637289. Find great deals on eBay for DigiTech Effects
Processor in Guitar Effects Pedals. Shop with confidence.The Vocalist Workstation EX is able to rise
to the challenge by The Vocalist Workstation is clearly designed with MIDI in mind, so it is perhaps
not surprising that its specification in this area is very good MIDI pitch bend DigiTech Vocalist
Workstation EX Harmony. Support resources for your DigiTech products including faqs, manuals,
product registration and service centers. Visit eBay for great deals on a huge selection digitech
vocalist vocal harmony processor.Shop with confidence. DigiTech Vocalist Live Pro Processor at.
Something went wrong. View cart for details. Sell on eBay Sell Pro Audio Equipment User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. It comes complete
with Power Supply, User Manual and Applications
Guide.http://www.alex-vasilkov.ru/images/wisdom/c210sf-manual.xml

1.0.

Here are some of the details This Digitech Vocalist Workstation will give you great four part
harmony or do lead voice modification such as double tracking or turning you into several other
voices from Michael Jackson to Barry White and some special effect electronic sounding voices.
Harmony can be controled by designating the key of the song, or through a Midi out on a keyboard
or other controler or you can pre program the chord changes of a song and save it in memory. Then
you can step through the changes using the front panel or a footswitch. It will also do Female
backing voices. There is also an internal reverb and multiple user memories for your favorite
settings. High quality voice processing is paramount whether you are live on stage or in your project
studio. The Vocalist Workstation EX is able to rise to the challenge by giving you great vocals in both
environments. The Vocalist Workstation EX contains a suite of effects designed to make your vocals
outstanding as well. It has never been easier to add great sounding 25 part harmonies to live or
prerecorded vocals. The high quality Reverb is easy to use and you can edit and store different
reverb settings When you add a MIDI keyboard, it can create harmonies automatically using its
chord recognition intelligence. A Really low start price and no reserve for a quality and user friendly
bit of kit. Harmony Processor in excellent condition. Includes original box, The Vocalist Workstation
EX is able to rise to the The Vocalist. Workstation EX contains a suite of effects designed to make
your vocals The high quality Reverb is easy You can also fix that one outoftune note in an otherwise
great vocal recording. Adjustable gender and Full MIDI Sysex implementation also allows the EX to
Correction Great sounding programmable Reverb Realtime faders for. Lead, Harmony, and Reverb

http://www.alex-vasilkov.ru/images/wisdom/c210sf-manual.xml


levels Multiple nonMIDI and MIDI control Please contact them to ask about
shipping.http://www.arenaradiologia.com/public/imagese/c2126mfp-manual.xml

Lead, Harmony, and Reverb levels Multiple nonMIDI and MIDI control Please check the fields
highlighted in red.Currency. Get Vendio Gallery Now FREE. It is your responsibilty to read the
auction entirely before bidding. A large percentage of our items are used and will not be in new
condition. Pictures are of actual items and we do our best to describe each and every item. If you
have doubts about an item either call us or emails us. Phone number is listed at the bottom of the
auction ad. We are closed Saturdays and Sundays. Please click the pictures to view a larger version.
This auciton is for the unit you see pictured with what looks like a mount bracket. Aftermarket AC
power adapter and original box only. There is nothing else included. Pictures are. more of actual
item. The original power adapter was dead, it would not power the unit, I found another one with the
right voltage but not sure on the amps, it seems to power the unit and it is working. Take a look
when you receive it. The unit shows only light use with a scuffs or two, overall its in great shape.
Take a moment to look at the pictures to get a better idea of the condition and what you are bididng
on. Comes as pictured. DigiTech Performer. The MIDI free Vocal Harmony processor with Reverb.
No editing screens and spending hours learning a user interface. Spend your time on music not
music technology. Imagine instant harmony at your finger tips. Create hundreds of harmony styles
from 50 different factory presets. Each with 6 variations. Simply select the key of the song from the
front panel keyboard and sing. Choose harmonies above or below your lead vocal. Theres even
excellent reverb included with switchable room types. Just plug your microphone directly into
Performer, run the output to an amp and go f And it is in great condition. All of the functions work,
and it comes with the power adapter and a copy of the user manual.

The Vocalist Workstation is able to rise to the challenge by giving you great vocals in both
environments. The Vocalist Workstation contains a suite of effects designed to make your vocals
outstanding as well. The high quality Reverb is easy to use and you can edit and store different
reverb settings for each program. Adjustable gender and humanization for harmony voices make
them sound like other singers. When you add a MIDI keyboard. It can create harmonies
automatically using its chord recognition intelligence. Full MIDI Sysex implementation also allows
the to move into the studio to run under full automation with your favorite sequencing and digital
recording programs. The Vocalist Workstation is the professionals choice for great sounding
harmonies in a powerful yet easy to transport design. Which analyzes the singers voice and adds the
most musically correct harmonies while offering realtime voice pitch correction and gender control.
Digitech Vocalist VL3D is in average to good cosmetic shape and in fully functional condition. This
auction includes the following power supply. Original box, and instructional manual, as shown in
photo. Nothing else is included. If you purchase the Vocalist without the power supply. Please review
our international shipping policy We typically ship to most places in EU. Asia, and Australia to
qualified buyers with PayPal account and good feedback. International buyers are responsible for all
duty or custom fees in their countryusually about 5 to 20% of total auction amount Also. Please
inquire for estimates. Once you receive your item. We encourage everyone to reuse or recycle the
packing materials or the shipping boxto the extent that it is reusable without compromising the
integrity of these materials DigiTech Vocalist Workstation offers greatsounding harmonies and high
quality reverb that is easy to use and edit. In addition.

http://www.bouwdata.net/evenement/boss-auto-wah-manual

The adjustable gender and humanization effects create harmony voices, making this a true gem for
various vocal applications. DigiTech Vocalist Workstation is in average cosmetic shape and in fully
functional condition. The unit shows signs of use with some scratches on the outer casing. As shown
in photos. This auction includes the following power supply and electronic copy of owners
manualPDF version on CDROM As shown in photo. Please note that the power supply is a
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nonoriginal. Replacement adapter, but it is fully compatible with the unit. No box. Or no. more
additional accessories are included. If you purchase the Vocalist Workstation without the power
supply.Please review our international shipping policy We typically ship to most places in EU. We
encourage everyone to reuse or recycle the packing materials or the shipping boxto the extent tha
Please see pictures for full details Details MusIQ is a revolutionary technology that eliminates the
need to program a songs key or changes to create accurate harmonies.Simply plug into the Live 3.
Play your guitar, and sing. The musIQ technology will ensure the harmonies are always right on. 2
voices of fully automatic harmony—just play naturally on your guitar and musIQ technology will
ensure that the harmony voices are always musically correct Gender.Each with an A part and a B
part to make onstage harmony changes easy Realtime Chromatic Pitch Correction Vocal Pre Effects
Warmthtube preamp Compressor, twoband EQ. Low Cut and Noise Gate Reverb with 3 different
room sizes Delay with 5 delay settings Builtin guitar chorus effect Ability to mix the guitar and vocal
signals to provide the acoustic guitar player with an easy way to connect straight to the PA or a
powered speaker Low noise microphone preamp 48V phantom power Guitar Ground Lift to eliminate
any noise hum issues that may arise Builtin guitar tuner Balanced XLR stereo outputs Balanced Line
Input for post processing recording applications 24bit. 44.

http://arma-tek.com/images/Dfs-700P-Manual.pdf

1 kHz audio quality USA Shipping Only Any questions please feel free to ask! Digitech VX400 is in
average cosmetic shape and in fully functional condition. The unit shows some signs of use with
some scratches on the outer casing. This auction. more includes the following power supply and a
copy of the owners manual. As shown in photo. Nothing else is included. If you purchase the VX400
without the power supply.Please review our international shipping policy We typically ship to most
places in EU. We encourage everyone to reus This unit works perfectly. And sounds great! It is in
good condition with some minor cosmetic wear. Only the unit itself is included. Please read the
terms before bidding. Thanks! Normal 0 false false false ENUS ZHCN XNONE TERMS If you live
outside the U.S. and have an address in the United States I can ship your item to. I would be more
than happy to do so. I ship to Canada through Ebays Global Shipping Program. Ebay sets the costs
and handles the international shipments. If you live in Canada. The costs you see on the item page
are the actual shipping costs you will pay. Exceptions may be granted if I am.I describe all of my
items to the best of my ability. But Iunfortunately am not perfect. If an item arrives differently than
described, please contact me within 3 days of receiving it and BEFORE leaving neutral or negative
feedback. I will work with you to make things right. All items ship with delivery confirmation and
tracking information will be uploaded to your My Ebay page within 24 hours of receiving payment. It
is the buyer’s responsibility to make sure the address on their Paypal account is correct. Or contact
me if I will be shipping the item to a different address. Buyer is responsible for return shipping and
will receive a refund of the purchase price if a return is desired. I will only take returns if an item
arrives differently than described. This means that unless things like the box.

http://jointworkstudio.com/images/Dfs-700-Operation-Manual.pdf

Manual, or power supply are specifically mentioned in the listing, you will not receive them. See my
other listings for power supplies and adapters. Please contact me before leaving feedb No sticky
buttons Sliders all work bright leds I nicked the power cord so it needs to be replaced.It is in very
good working condition and has the minor scratches from being in a rack. And you can return it with
full refund within 3 days after you receive it if it isnt as I say. This Digitech Studio Vocalist comes
with the cords that are in the pictures.It comes with the AC Adapter.Thank you for looking and
please check out my ebay store for more great deals and cool gear. All items usually ship within 24
hours with the exception of larger packages with may require up to 48 hours for packaging and
processing. I have a 14Day Return Policy to protect the buyer from an item arriving not as described
or damaged. It IS NOT for buyers remorse or if you just simply change your mind and decide.This
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Digitech effect pedal can even have the harmonies sound male or female. And increase their human
factor for an organic, realistic sound. The Digitech Vocalist Live 3 vocal pedal also keeps your song
right on target with builtin pitch correction and a variety of useful and intuitive effects like warmth.
Compression, a noise gate, and a 2band EQ. Add in reverb, delay, and a builtin tuner, and singers
have an indispensable tool that will have you turning heads and inspiring applause like never before.
Digitech Vocalist Live 3 is in average to good cosmetic shape and in fully functional condition. The
unit shows signs of gentle use with minor scratches on the outer casing. As shown in photos. This
auction includes the following power supply. Original box, and owners manual, as shown in photo. If
you purchase the Vocalist 3 without the power supply.Please review our international shipping
policy We typically ship to most places in EU.

International buyers are responsible for all duty or custom fees in their countryusually about 5 to
20% of total auction amount Also.I have not used it personally. Overall condition is very good. Buy it
now or best offer, make us an offer. We are Muncie Music Center. Muncie, IN 47305. Be sure to
check out our Websitejust Google Muncie Music Center or our Facebook page. Wed love to get to
know you. Were focused on providing great customer service. Were your friends out here. Our hours
are Monday Friday 9am6pm EST Saturday 9am3pm EST Payment must be made using Paypal or
Credit Card over the phone. We offer safe and. more secure credit card transactions over the phone.
We are a brick and mortar store in Muncie, Indiana in business for over 65 years. Indiana residents
pay 7% sales tax. Even though we have a 14 day return policy. We need to hear from you with any
problems within 2 days48 hours of receiving your item. So please inspect your item upon arrival. We
are not responsible for any issues after the 48 hour inspection period. If there is any issue.
Immediately call us at 8009924481 MonFri 106 Eastern timeask for Tim We will respond to phone
calls much quicker than emails. We always do our best to describe items the best we can. Our main
goal is customer satisfaction. Shipping cost is for lower 48 only.We reserve the right to cancel
International bids. International buyers please email me for shipping rates. Please do not use the
EBAY provided shipping rates below as they are approximate pr My music days are now long gone.
There are a couple of slight scratches on the case but is in otherwise great condition. I have plugged
it in with a guitar and headphonescouldnt find a mic and it appears to function perfectly. There is no
scratching when you move the slides. The battery has been replaced. It is ready to go! The Digitech
Vocalist Workstation EX features include Up to 5 part harmony including input vocal. Harmony
voicegender feature. Extensivehumanizing options.

Front panel mixing for quick access. Built in digital reverb. LCD display. 8 softkeys for additional
harmony options to simplify editing.. more One octave front panel keyboard for key and chord entry.
Song mode for harmonies without midi. Comprehensive midi SysEx implementation. I accept PayPal
only. Please ask questions as there are NO returns. I have tested this unit to the best of my abilities
but am unable to test it fully. I see no reason for it not to have full function but again. I could not test
it. Thanks for looking! In good physical condition. It powers on and the presets seem to work fine but
they may not be in the proper scales. Im unsure. I sold this a couple of weeks ago and when the
buyer received it he had trouble programming it and using it with MIDI. Prior to sending it out it
worked perfectly. However, due to the problems listed above im selling it strictly as is for parts or
repair with no returns. If youre planning on using the presets this may work for you as it has some
cool effects or maybe you can figure out whats wrong with it and get it fully working again. Includes.
Power supply, footswitch and connection cable. Pictures are of actual item youre considering.
Thanks for checking it out. Features 5part intelligent scalicdiatonic and chordal harmonies, Natural
sounding harmonies,.Editable harmony library, Chorus. Portamento, DJ voice special effects,
Programmable vibrato speed. Depth and attack, Programmable harmony volume. Unbalanced,
Connections Mic in. Line in, Line out, Harmony out Leftor mono Harmony out Right, Headphone out,
Footswitch in, MIDI in, MIDI out, MIDI thru, Power in, Indicators Input level. Program number,
Signal Lock indicator, 32 character LCD display Just tested it tonight and everything works as



expected. Just to disclose. The volume slider is scratchy when you move it but settles when you stop
and does not effect playability at all. This this is super cool for layered harmonies and the vocoder
feature is awesome.

Comes with original box, power supply and a printed PDF manual.This thing is unbelievable for
harmonies. And sounds so realistic you will not be disappointed. I dont have a need for it right now
so I am selling it to raise some money. It is in great condition, in box with owners manual and
adapter. Low Reserve and Low Buy It Now. Only selling in US. Bid with confidence. Item will be
packaged with care. Free Shipping to the Lower 48 states. DIGITECH VOCALIST LIVE 5 Want to
really connect with an audience and capture their attention. Naturalsounding harmonies to your lead
vocals.Just step on the footswitch while youre playing to fill the room with pitchperfect backup
vocals. You can even have the harmonies sound male or female, and increase their human factor for
an organic, realistic sound. The Live 5 also keeps your song right on target with builtin pitch
correction and a variety of useful and intuitive effects like warmth. Compression, a noise gate and a
twoband EQ. Add in reverb, delay, and a builtin tuner, and youve got an indispensable tool that will
have you turning heads and inspiring applause like never before.Simply plug into the Live 5. Play
your guitar and sing. The musIQ technology will ensure the harmonies are always right on. The Live
5 Gives You More Automatically generate intelligent 5part harmony. Your voice plus 4 more. Vocal
effects up to 5 parameters of Preamp.We are a retail music store and our instruments are cleaned.
Tuned and maintained on a daily basis. This item is also for sale in our store therefore this auction
may end if it sells in our store. We will ship to the lower 48 U.S.States and Canada ONLY. Thanks for
looking and ask questions before you bid. You are looking at a USED Digitech Vocalist Live5
Harmony Effects Processor. READ This is a working unit but it has intermittent volume loss. This is
being sold AS IS. The volume issue is random and sometimes doesnt happen at all. Use it as is. Or
for parts or repair.

Description Automatically generates up to 4 perfect vocal harmonies to complement your own voice.
The Vocalist Live 5 adds up to four additional warm. Naturalsounding. more harmonies to your lead
vocals. The Live 5 automatically follows your vocals and chord progression using patented musIQ
technology so you dont have to program a songs key or key changes. Just step on the footswitch
while youre playing to fill the room with pitchperfect backup vocals. The musIQ technology will
ensure the harmonies are always ri Digitech VHM5 allows to choose different chord arrangements.
There are 128 factory preset harmonizes and 32 different cord changes. Digitech VHM5 is no longer
in production and was originally codeveloped with DOD Corp. So please refer to auction photos and.
Digitech VHM5 is in average cosmetic shape and in fully functional condition. It shows signs of very
gentle use with minor scratches on it. Original box, and a copy of the owners manual, as shown in
photo. Replacement adapter, but it is fully compatible with the unit. If you purchase the VHM5
without the power supply.Please review our international shipping policy We typically ship to most
places in EU. International buyers are responsible for all duty or custom fees in their countryusually
about 5 to 20% of total auction amount Also.Digitech Vocalist Live Pro is a rack processor based on
the Vocalist Live 4 that includes a new MIDI interface that works with keyboards as well as guitars.
Utilizing the patentpending musIQ technology combining new Note Detection algorithms with
stateoftheart Harmony Generation and the raw power of AudioDNA2. The Vocalist Live Pro can
create realtime harmonies with your live voice that are in key and perfectly on pitch. Plus, its
available with a fully assignable optional.Features 3 or 4 part vocal harmony using the
musIQ.Digitech Vocalist Live Pro has Selectable unison. 3rd, 5th or octave above or below of lead
vocal.

Pitch correction for each individual voice with 4 adjustable parameters. Digitech Vocalist Live Pros
Lead vocal and harmony effects; Compressor. On board guitar tuner. Footswitch and expression
pedal jacks for remote control of presets and effects. Power supply included. Type Vocal harmonizer.



Presets 99 User Memory 99.Vocalist Live 4 also features breakthrough musIQ technology to make it
more intelligent. Vocalist Live 4s musIQ technology allows it to directly analyze the output of any
electric or preamplified acoustic guitar. If you are looking for a tool to give your guitar various
effects. The Vocalist Live 4 is all for you. This Digitech echo guitar pedal comes with MusIQ
technology which analyzes the guitar signal as per chord structure and progression. The selectable
voicing lets you adjust this Digitech guitar effect pedal above or below your lead vocal, adding a
stunning effect. Experiment with the Vocalist Live 4 to its fullest as it boasts a builtin mixer,.This
Digitech echo guitar pedal comes with pitch correction, having four adjustable parameters, which
lets you adjust the pitch exactly as per your expectation. This Vocalist Live 4 is an amazing
processor. With one step of your toe. You instantly have an entire harmony section to your vocals.
But it does so much more too from adding Chorus. Compressor, Echo, Equalizer, Reverb, etc to your
vocals, youll be amazed at what your voice sounds like. And if you perform live, your audience will
be amazed too. The looks youll get the first time you begin singing in a fourpart harmony is
priceless. The only reason Im getting rid of it is because Im primarily an instrumentalist and havent
used it enough to justify keeping it. It needs someone who can get the most out of it. It is in likenew
condition with everything therepower cord. Processor, owners manual, box, packing, even the
original plastic bag the processor was wrapped in inside the box. You will not be disappointed.
Check out the Comes with power cord.

When I plugged in the main screens shows as Copyright 1998 Version 2.02 for several seconds
before appearing with User Memory Errors screen. I do not know how to fully test the unit and do
not have the proper equipment to do so. All the buttons push down or move properly when
pressednone appear to be sticky or broken Selling asis as seen in the pictures. Please see pictures
for condition and feel free to contact with any questions. Items that qualify for the Global Shipping
Program can be sent internationally. Otherwise shipping to the US only. Items generally ship within
24 hours after Paypal payment has cleared. Unpaid item cases will be opened 3 days after the listing
has ended. I strive for 5 star service and 100% buyer.The unit analyzes guitar chord progressions in
realtime and generates the correct harmony notes, either a third or fifth, above or below the lead
vocal. Digitech Vocalist Live 2 is in average to good cosmetic shap e and in fully functional condition.
Original box, and the instructional manual, as shown in photos.Nothing else is included. If you
purchase the Vocalist 2 without the power supply.Please review our international shipping policy We
typically ship to most places in EU. We encourage everyone to reuse In addition, the reverb
selections allows the harmonized vocal effects to permeate through strong vocal presence. Digitech
Vocalist Performer is in average to fair cosmetic shape and in fully functional condition. The unit
shows signs of use with some scratches and smudges on the outer casing. As shown in photos. This
auction includes the following power supply and a copy of the instructional manual. If you purchase
the Vocalist.Please review our international shipping policy We typically ship to most places in EU.

We encourage everyone to reuse or recycle the packing materials or the shipping boxto the extent
that it is reusable without compromising the integrity of these materials The Vocal 300 comes with
38 fully programmable studio quality effectsup to 7 effects at once The expression pedal can be
assigned to control your choice of up to 3 parameters in real time. Digitech Vocal 300 includes up to
4 adjustable parameters. Allows the user a total flexibility to create the sound you want. The
6character alphanumeric and 2character numeric displays, combined with the 4knob matrix editing
system, provide a simple, straightforward user interface. The Vocal 300 also includes 40 great
sounding factory presets and 40 user presets for your.Vocal 300 presets include Mic pre and voice
characters Compression, EQ, Noise Gate, Tremolo. Vibrato, Strobe, Envelope. Digitech Vocal 300 is
in average cosmetic shape and in fully functional condition. The pedal shows signs of gentle use with
very minor scratches on the outer casing. If you purchase the V300 without the power supply.Please
review our international shipping policy We typically ship to most places in EU. Asia, and Australia
to qualified buyers with PayPal acc It is a voice harmonizer. It is older technology. Even though



when I bought it it cost as much or more than the fancier ones of today.I used it occasionally for
adding harmonies to some of my songs. I never really dove into it as deep as I thought I would.
Please do a little research to see if this is what you want and if it will suit your needs before bidding.
I have never seen the holder on any other brand other than Digitech, Its kind of neat that it keeps it
up off the floor. I wish my new one had that feature. Thank you for looking Shows signs of use. See
pics for details. Works well, sounds natural. RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk.rp73%28e013%3F%3E%3A14bd8b2abc10x100.

The DigiTech Vocalist Workstation offers greatsounding harmonies and high quality reverb that is
easy to use and edit. In addition, the adjustable gender and humanization effects create harmony
voices, making this a true gem for various vocal applications. The DigiTech Vocalist Workstation is in
average cosmetic shape. The unit shows signs of gentle use with some scratches and smudges on the
front panel. This listing includes the following power supply and a copy of the instructional manual,
as shown in the photos. Please note that the power supply is a nonoriginal, replacement adapter, but
it is fully compatible with the unit.
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